
OBSCURE 
GLASS

Obscure Glass™ describes a number of different products 

and processes which sole purpose is to create privacy, 

modesty, or aesthetic effect utilizing translucent glass. 

Opacity can be added to glass through sandblast etching, 

acid etching, paints, films, texture, or combinations of the 

above. Utilizing films, we are able to make laminated glass 

products with fairly precise opacity and color.



PRODUCT OPTIONS
Obscure 18™, Obscure 32™, Obscure 100™,  

Ombre Etched™, Ombre Gradient™, Ombre Fade™

Custom opacity, etched, and acid etched glass products are 

available.

OBSCURE GLASSTM MATERIAL 
Various thicknesses - Annealed, Heat Strengthened, Tempered or 

laminated glass.

EDGE WORK 
We offer seamed, standard flat polish, and monolithic polish

COST SUMMARY
(US & CANADIAN FUNDS)
There are several factors that determine the price of these 

products. These factors are material thickness, edge work, 

total square footage (SF), shape, warranty length, and 

material used.

Glass: $10 to $70 SF

OMBRE ETCHED™

OMBRE GRADIENT™

OBSCURE 18™ OBSCURE 32™

OBSCURE 100™

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS
Store front, Skylights, Partitions, windows, Counter Tops, 

Skylights, windows, dividers, transoms, side-lites, hand rails, etc.

WARRANTY

We offer a one to five year limited warranty on these products.

Obscure Glass



CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS 
For our glass based products, we recommend using 

vinegar based cleaner with a lint free applicator. 

However, ammonia based cleaners can also be used 

with this product. Abrasive cleaners, strong ammonia or 

alkaline solutions should always be avoided unless glass 

based products are used.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Obscure Glass™ installation procedures are like any 

other glazing product. It is imperative that only silicone 

designed to be used with lamianated glass be used.

* Jumbo laminated glass is available.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION (INTERIOR & BUILDING ENVELOPE)  
 

SAFETY THICKNESS MAX SIZE

Acid Etched Glass Temp or Laminated ¼” to ¾” tempered 72” x 120” 

Etched Glass Temp or laminated ¼” to 1”  tempered 72” x 144”

Obscure 18™ Laminated Most common 7/16” and 9/16” 60” x 120” 

Obscure 32™ Laminated 7/16” and 9/16” 60” x 120” 

Obscure 100™ Laminated 7/16” and 9/16” 60” x 120”

Ombre Etched™ Temp or laminated 5/16”, 7/16”, 9/16”, 1” 60” x 144” 

Ombre Gradient™ Laminated 7/16” and 9/16” 60” x 120”

Ombre Fade™ Laminated 7/16” and 9/16” 60” x 120” 
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